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Contingent Storage in the Electricity Risk Curves 

What is Contingent Storage? 

For security of supply purposes, hydro storage is divided into two categories; controlled and contingent storage1. Sources 

of controlled storage in New Zealand are from Lakes Tekapo, Pukaki, Hawea, Manapouri, Te Anau, and Taupo. Each of these 

lakes has specific requirements for an allowable minimum lake level, but some of these lakes have special resource consents 

that allow further use of water for electricity generation when in, or approaching, an emergency situation. This type of 

storage is referred to as contingent storage. The conditions that allow contingent storage to be used differ with each hydro 

lake and are governed by resource consents between the relevant local authority and the consent holder (generator).  

Current existing contingent storage in New Zealand is described below in Table 1. The conditions for access to contingent 

storage are linked to Electricity Risk Curve (ERC) levels. The Alert Release Boundary is calculated as the 4% ERC with the 

addition of a floor value and a buffer (discussed further below). There is also additional contingent storage consented at 

Pukaki, where access to this storage would be triggered when an Official Conservation Campaign is launched (controlled 

storage drops to the 10% ERC with addition of floor and buffer – Emergency Release Boundary shown below). 

Table 1. Contingent Storage for NZ Lakes 

Lake Amount of Contingent 

Storage (GWh) 

Condition for Access to Contingent Storage 

Hawea 67 Alert Release Boundary  

Tekapo 220 Alert Release Boundary (from 1 October to 31 March) 

Pukaki 331 

214 

Alert Release Boundary  

Emergency Release Boundary  

Contingent storage at Lake Tekapo has an additional condition on its use, as the normal operating range for Lake Tekapo 

is reduced from 1 October to 31 March according to the resource consent. During this time, 220 GWh is considered as 

contingent storage and is unavailable for generation until storage crosses the Alert Release Boundary. Outside of this 

timeframe, this 220 GWh of Lake Tekapo storage is classified as controlled storage and can be used as such.  

Contingent Storage Release Boundaries 

Contingent storage release boundaries are triggers for the release of contingent storage. Should hydro storage fall to either 

the Alert Release Boundary or Emergency Release Boundary a tranche of contingent storage will be released, as shown in 

Table 1. Contingent storage release boundaries are based on the 4% and 10% ERCs, with a minimum storage quantity set 

by a floor and buffer. 

The floor and buffer for each curve are minimums values – in that they are not additional to the calculated percentage risk 

curve value but instead maintain a useable value when the calculated risk drops very low. 

The floor prevents situations where the calculated 4% or 10% risk of running out of hydro storage is less than the total 

contingent storage available. This generally happens in the low risk summer months. Without the floor, contingent storage 

 

1 There is also storage that is assumed to be uncontrolled which is accounted for in security of supply, but isn’t included 

in our reported storage values. 
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could not be accessed when a genuine need for it existed. The floor is therefore equal to the amount of contingent storage 

accessible by crossing an ERC plus the value of any contingent storage associated with higher risk ERCs.  

The buffer allows for pragmatic emergency management in low risk, low inflow situations. Currently we are using 50 GWh 

as the buffer. 

Therefore, the with the current contingent storage values the floor and buffer values are as given in table 2.  

Table 2 Current Floor and Buffer Values for Contingent Storage Release Boundaries 

Contingent Storage Release 

Boundary 

Floor + Buffer Value (1st Oct to 

31st March) 

Floor + Buffer Value (1st April to 

30th September) 

Alert Release Boundary 612 + 50 832 + 50 

Emergency Release Boundary 214 + 50 214 + 50 

How is Contingent Storage Considered in the HRCs? 

Contingent storage is currently included in the ERCs at all times following an update to SOSFIP in 2019.  

 

Figure 1. New Zealand Hydro Risk Curve 

If reported storage were to fall to the Alert Release Boundary, contingent storage would be triggered at this point, but 

there would be no observable change to the ERC chart. Reported storage would not increase and the ERCs themselves 

would not change shape due to the triggering of contingent storage. 


